Wind – Short Scarf
No. 2004-191-9360

Materials

Difficulty Level

1 skein of 50 g Alpaca Silk color 18
1 skein of 50 g Alpaca Silk color 17

Experienced

Knitting Needles US 4 (3.5 mm)
Circular needle US 4 (3.5 mm) for the edge

One size

Gauge
25 sts per 4” in pattern
52 rows per 4” in pattern

Buy the yarn here
http://shop.hobbii.com/wind-short-scarf

Size
Finished Measurements
Width: approx 12 in
Length: approx 40 in

Pattern information
The scarf is knit by alternating 2 rows of
the dark color and then 2 rows of the
light color.
You will start by increasing on one side
until you reach the halfway point of the
scarf where you will begin decreasing on
the same side. To finish, you will add an
icord edge around the scarf.
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Pattern
CO 3 sts with the dark color and knit 1 row.
Change to the light color and knit 2 rows evenly.
From here on, continue stripping every 2 rows and increasing at the end of the first row:
Row 1: *k across, with the dark color, until there is 1 st remaining, k f&b in the last st = 1 st
increased = 4 sts total.
Row 2: k across all sts with the dark color.
Row 3: k across all sts with the light color.
Row 4: k across all sts with the light color.
Repeat these 4 rows.
Continue increasing every 4th row until you have used 20g of each color. The last 10g are
needed for the i-cord edge.
Knit 2 extra rows of 1 color without increases to mark the center of the scarf.
From here on, begin decreasing on the same side of the increases in the previous section:
Row 1: * k across, with the dark color, until there are 2 sts remaining, k2tog= 1 st decreased
Row 2: k across all sts with the dark color.
Row 3: k across all sts with the light color.
Row 4: k across all sts with the light color.
Repeat these 4 rows.
Decrease until there are 3 sts remaining. Knit 2 rows evenly. Bind off.
Icord-edge
Slanting Side
With circular needle, pick up sts from the right side with the light color along the 2 slanted
sides. Cut the yarn, move the sts to the other end of the circular needle and work from the
right side.
CO 3 sts.
*k 2, ssk (1 st from the right needle and 1 from the left needle), place 3 sts on the left
needle*; repeat from * to * until all sts on the needle are worked. Place the remaining 3 sts
aside.
Note: tighten the yarn slightly before working the 1st st.
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Even side
With circular needle, pick up sts from the right side with the darker color along the even side.
Cut the yarn, move the sts to the other end of the circular needle and work from the right
side. Place the 3 sts in light color from the previous section onto the left needle.

*k 2, k2tog, move 3 sts back to the left needle *; repeat from * to * until all sts on the needle
are worked. Sew the icord together at the corner to finish.
Finish
Iron the scarf and edge to keep it from curling.

Enjoy! ☺
#hobbiidesign #windscarf
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